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 color* codes, which will make it easier to understand your virtual hardware. Moreover, this color code system applies to all
future MASCHINE software updates. Before the new, color-coding system will be applied to the next MASCHINE software

update (version 1.8.1), existing users will be able to use the full functionality of the software in the meantime. The color-coding
system is expected to be available for all new, upcoming software updates from now on. As soon as the new color-coding system

will be available for users of the MASCHINE software, users will be able to assign any new sound, group, pattern or project
the.color* code of their choice. A list of the available codes can be found below. • Colors: - .snd.colorRed - .gps.colorGreen -

.pat.colorYellow - .proj.colorRed • - Non-sequential colors (colorful sequences): - .snd.colorNrColor - .gps.colorNrColor -
.pat.colorNrColor - .proj.colorNrColor • - Key colors: - .snd.colorBlueKey - .gps.colorBlueKey - .pat.colorBlueKey -
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.proj.colorBlueKey *Color codes* can be assigned to sounds, groups, patterns and projects. Additionally, any single sequence
(e.g. “a sequence of 4 single notes”), which is manually entered in the editor, can be assigned any color code. In the event of a

user entering a color code and a color sequence for the same object (e.g. the sequence *A E G* with the
corresponding.colorNrColor code *0 1 2*), the more specific color code will always take precedence. Thus, if the user is
entering a sequence with the.colorNrColor code *1 2 3*, then *0 1 2* is ignored and only *1 2 3* will be assigned to the

sequence. For the purposes of the new color code system, and for the sake of completeness, all available codes will be
summarized below (only 82157476af
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